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APOLLO CSM AND LM ONBOARD NAVIGATION SYSTEM CONSTRAINTS
, By T, J. Blucker
SUMMARY AND INTRODUCTION
This report presents the current constraints for the Block II CSM and
IM navigation systems for both the earth orbital and lunar orbital onboard
computer programs. These constraints supersede those given in reference 1
and will be updated as the need arises. They were compiled for the Math-
ematical Physics Branch to use in evaluating the onboard navigation systems
for manned Apollo missions and are presented for others who may find them
helpful in mission planning.
A sextant, a scanning telescope, and a crewman optical alignment sight
(COAS) are avialable on the CSM to take measurements for use in the CSM on-
board navigation system. The LM onboard navigation system may accept meas-
urement from an alignment optical telescope (AOT), a rendez_-ous radar (RR),
and a COAS.
Constraints for these must be associated with the particular onboard
computer program used. For the early earth orbital misslon, the program
SUNDISK is used in the CM computer and the program SUNDANCE in the LM
computer. For the lunar missions, these programs will be replaced by
COLOSSUS (in the CSM) and LUMINARY (in the LM). Current plans are to in-
troduce COLOSSUS in Mission D and LUMINARY in Mission E.
CSM NAVIGATION SYST_ CONSTRAINTS
Sextant
The sextant, a high magnification (28X), narrow viewfield (1.8°), dual-
line-of-sight device, is used for sightings to determine one of the follow-
ing:
a. Line-of-sight direction to stars for determining inertial measure-
ment (IMU) orientation. !
b. Line-of-sight direction to LM for rendezvous navigation.
+
|
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2c. Angle between star and a lunar or earth horizon for midcourse
navigation.
d. Angle between star and a lunar or earth landmark for midcourse
navigati on.
e. Line-of-sight direction to lunar and earth landmark for orbital
na-_igation.
If a line-of-sight d_rectiou to the target is to be determined, as in
a, b, _id e, by the sextant (or the scanning telescope - see next section),
the target is required to be in the center of the viewfield. For measure-
ments of the types c and d, the two targets are required to be superimposed
on one another but not necessarily at tLe viewfield center. The maximum
sllowable displacement of the targe_ from the center of the viewfield at
acquisition is illustrated in figure !. _e shaded area represents diminish-
in_ brightness of the target l'romthe inside of the circle to total loss at
the outside circle. This snaded ares is useful for bright targets such as
bright stars, .landmarks, horizons, and the LM when the CM is near it. The
CM programs currently have two tTrpes of cptics coverage constraints pro-
grained so that an alarm light is flashed if they should be exceeded. One
of the co:_straints is imposed by the automatic optics routine, and the other
s _mposed by the astronaut manually manipulating the sextant. These con-
straints, in radius of accne, are as fo?lows for the CM SUNDISK program:
a. Auto optics - 38°, when sighting the LM for rendezvous; 90 °, when
tracking any target othel than the LM.
i. Manual optics - 38° for any target.
For th_ CM COLOSSUS program they are as follows:
a. Auto optics - 5C_, when sighting LM for rendezvous; 90°, when
sighting any target other than the LM.
b. Manual optics - 50° for any target.
The alarm flashizAgwould suggest an attitude change.
The coverage of the sextant is defined in figure l(a) as a cone about
the optics Z-axis. This axis is in the spacecraft X-Z body axes plane
approximately 33° above the Z-body axis.
_ _ccultation cone is set for the earth, moon and _un in the star
selection routine for both SUNDISK and COLOSSUS for sextant star sightings.
The half-angle dimensions (ref. 2) of these occultation cones for SUNDISK
• • |mm
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3a. Earth - 80°
b. Moon - 5°
c. Sun - 30°
, In COLOSSUS the occultation cones for the sextant are a function of CM
position and are set at a specified angle from the star to the near hori-
zon or the center of the body. These angles (ref. 3) are as follows in
the earth sphere of influence:
a. Sun - 15° from center.
b. Earth - 5° from near horizon.
c. Moon - 5° from center.
In the lunar sphere of influence they are:
a. Sun - 15° from center.
b. Earth - 5° from center.
c. Moon - 5° from near horizon.
These constraints should also be assumed for sighting on stars for
midcourse navigaticn (star-landmark and star-horizon).
A pair of stars selected by the star selection routine for IMU align-
ment are constrained as follows:
a. SUNDISK - must be between I_0° and 66° apart (ref. 2).
b. COLOSSUS - must be between 30° and 76° apart (obtained from
Robert L. White of MIT).
For star-landmark and star-horizon observations, stars should be of
magnitude i or brighter (obtained from Charles Manry of G&C Division).
Although IMU alignment and midcourse navigation can be performed
manually, it is recommended that the "auto-optics" routine be used for
star acquisition t_ conserve reaction control system (RCS) fuel.
The LM tracking light is a high-intensit_ beacon which is the source
of C_ sextant tracking. The beacon visibility may be represented as a
cone half-vertex angle of SO° about the LM + Z axis (ref. 6). The range
of visibility is defined as follows:
q m • m_ I
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a. Visual (or scanning telescope), 130 n. mi. (ref. 6).
n 7b. Sextant • t,_
Scanning Telescope
The scs_ining telescope, a unity power, wide viewfield (60°), single-
' line-of-sight device is used for coarse acquisition prior to sighting with
th_ _exta_t, for alig_mlent of the IMU stable member to back up the sextant,
or for determining the line-of-sight direction to landmarks for orbital
navigation. The effective coverage of the telescope is also ill_,,'_trated
Ln figure l(b) as a cone about the Z optics axis. The shaded aren in the
scanning telescope :overage, as illustrated in figure l(b), is useful for
bright targets, as previously mentioned for the sextant.
%he programs occultation checks are designed for sextant use and are
not necessarily applicable for the telescope. Operational constraints for
using the telescope, however, are estimated as follows:
a. Minimum angles from the vehicle line of sight to the sun line is
60° for star sightings (ref. 4).
b. IMU alignment sightings must be performed in the spacecraft shadow
using the telescope (ref. 4).
The following landmark constraints were given by Tom Parr of MIT.
They reflect the requirements now defined for deep-space, lunar, and earth
orbit tracking (ref. 9).
a. The landmark must be illuminated and be of high contrast.
b. The line of sight to the landmark must make an angle of no more
than 45° with the vertice/ (fig. 7).
Command Module COAS
The CM COAS is a compact, unity powered, i0° fleld-of-view instrument
which may be used for a degraded alignment of the IMU if the scanning tele-
scope becomes ineffective at identifying stars. The adjustment capability
of the CM COAS (fig. 8) from the null position (along the X-bo_y axis)
ranges from -i0° to 31.5° from the CM X-Y plane m_asttrp.din the X-Z plane -
motion from +X to +Z being negative (ref. ii). This coverage is with no
LM attached :_san attached LM would block practically the entire field of
view.
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Alignment Optical Telescope
The A0T is a unity-power telescope with a 60° field of view. The AOT
has six sighting positions with which to make star sightings. Three forward
positions are illustrated in figure 2, and three more are available in posi-
tions which could be illustrated by a mirror image of those.
Its function is to assist in determining the LM stable member (IMU)
aligmnent by measuring the azimuth and elevation angles to stars in the
navigation base coordinates. The AOT field of view is partially obstructed
in the forward position by the rendezvous radar antenna and by the the CM
when the AOT is attached in the forward right and forward left positions,
as illustrated in figure 3. Operational constraints on the AOT include the
following minimum angles from the instrument line of sight to the sun, earth
and moon.
When the LM is in the earth sphere of influence and SUNDANCE is used
(ref. 5), the ccnstraints are:
a. Sun - 90° from sun line.
b. Earth - 5° from near horizon as computed.
c. Moon - 5° from lunar line.
When the IM is in the lunar sphere of influence and LUMINARY is used,
the constraints are:
a. Sun - 90° from sun llne.
b. Earth - 5° from earth llne.
c. Moon - 5° from near horizon as computed.
The AOT occultation checks were set for SUNDANCE assuming the A0T sun
shield was not attached. Although the shield will be attached on all manned
LM's, it ms_ be too late to alter the sun occultation in the SUNDANCEpro-
grem. The operational constraint for sun occultation for a shielded AOT
is estimated to be 60° from the zun line. Robert L. Whit_ of MIT has re-
quested this occultation alteration be made _._ the Lt_INA_Y program, and
the earth and moon checks will remain the same as in SUNDA_CE, as given
above. <_!
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bThe constraints In the earth sphere of influence for iUMINA/'Y (ref. 5)
_ro :
a. ,Cur;- 60° from sun line.
b. Earth - 5° from near horizon.
• It_. _Oc ,.,uun- from ileal"horizon.
In the lunar sphere of influence, the constraints (ref. 5) are:
a. Sun - 60° from sun linea.
b. Earth - 5° from near horizon.
c. Moon - 5° from near horizon.
A pair of stars selected by the star alignment routine for IMU align-
ment are constrained as follows (ref. 5):
a. SUNDANCE - must be between 50° and 100 ° apart.
b. LUMINARY - must be between 50° and 100° apart.
Rendezvous Radar
The rendezvous radar onboard the LM can track a transponder onboard
the CSM. It provides the astronaut and the LM Guidance ComDuter (LGC)
with the range, range rate, and angles of the corresponding target between
80 ft and 400 n. mi. (ref. 7). In mode 1 (i.e., the LM rendezvous radar _s
trackinA inflight) the total coverage is defined in figures h and 6 (ref. 8).
In mode 2 (i.e. : the LM rendezvous radar is tracking while on the Lunar
surface) the coverage is defined in figures 5 and 6 (ref. 8).
Lunar Module COAS
The I_!COAS (ref. 12) is a unity powered, l0° fleld-of-vlew instrument
with 1° of movement which may be used to align the Ik in the event of an
inoperative AOT. It can be mounted on the commander's side in either the
overhead window (X-axis mount) or the forward window (Z-axis mount). ,
iS_equested change from 90°.
I " _ I l_ il "Ill I I
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When mounted in the overhead window, the instrument line of szght can
be rotated about an axis parallel to the LM Y-axis from a zero position
parallel to the L'4+X axis, 35° toward th,zi14 +Z axis, or 5° toward the
LM (-Z) axis (fig. 9).
When mounted in the forward window, the instrument line of sight can
, be rotated about an axis parallel to the LM X-axis 40° to either side of
a zero position (fig. 10).
Based on Gemini experience with a similar instrument, it is estimated
that either the CM or 124 COAS line of sight will be constrained to be 90 °
from the sun line.
SIGHTING TIME CONSTPAINTS
The following times were established for specific astronaut tasks from
talking with members of the Crew Safety and Procedures Branch of Flight
Crew Division (ref. 10). These times represent this branch's best estimate
for navigation "dead times", that is, times during which no sightings or
measurements may be made.
The dead times for optics sightings are
a. l0 minutes prior to until 6 minutes after the SPS burn.
b. h minutes after RCS btt_n.
c. 13 minutes prior to the terminal phase initiation (TPI) burn.
d. 7 minutes prior to the midcourse correction (MCC) burn.
e. l0 minutes prior to terminal phase finalization (TPF) burn.
_.e dead times for rendezvous radar measurements are
a. l0 minutes prior to until h minutes after the ,ascent propulsion
system (APS) burn.
b. 7 minutes prior to reaction control system (RCS) burns. "_
c. 2 minutes after RCS burns. _
IMU alignment times were established from crew simulations in Block I
hardware at North American in Los Angeles, but these times should be the
same for Block II vehicles. The time required to align the IMU in the CSM
is 13 minutes, which includes 3 minutes for the pilot to move from his couch
to the navigation bay. LM IMU alignment is done at the pilot's couch and
requires l0 minutes.
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